Title: Producing Sounds
Date: Tuesday 5th January 2021
LO: Explain the process of selective breeding
Do Now:
1. Describe the oscillations in a transverse wave. (1)
2. What quantity tells us the distance between two corresponding points on a wave? (1)
3. State the energy store of a hot object. (1)
4. Define anomalous result.(1)
5. State the units for frequency. (1)
Challenge: Describe the differences between transverse and longitudinal waves. (4)

New information – Sounds
Sound waves are an example of longitudinal waves. It is important that
we learn about sound waves as sound (talking) is out main method of
communication with others so we need to understand how this works.
Over the next 3 lessons we will learn about how sound travels and about
how we hear sounds using our ears.
• Sound waves are longitudinal waves
• When a sound waves travels, particles in a solid, liquid or gas
are oscillating (vibrating)
• A sources is what vibrates to produce a sound

1.
2.
3.
4.

Pitch is how high or low a sound is
The pitch of a sound waves is determined by the frequency
(number of waves per second) of the sound wave
High frequency = high pitch
Low frequency = low pitch

Pause Point 1 – Complete the sentence in your book:
A wave is said to be high pitched if…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
New information – Producing Sounds
•
•
•
•
•

Volume is how loud a sound is
The volume of a sound waves is determined by the
amplitude of the sound wave
High amplitude = loud
Low amplitude = quiet
Volume is measured in Decibels (Db)

Pause Point 2 – Complete the sentence in your book:
The volume of a sound wave is determined by……………………………………………………………………….

Key Knowledge
Complete 2x LCWC in your book – don’t forget
to green pen this
Recall Quiz:
1. What type of wave is a sound
wave? (1)
2. Sounds travel when particles
_________. (1)
3. Loud sounds have a ... (1)
4. High pitch sounds have a…(1)
5. The units for measuring volume
are…(1)
Self assess when finished using key
knowledge
I do, we do, you do
Model Example - ‘I do’:
Explain how sound is being produced. (4)
Success criteria:
a) What is the source of the sound?
b) What is vibrating to make the sound?
c) How would you produce a louder sound?

Model answer:
In the example, the source is the guitar strings. The strings of the guitar vibrate to produce the
sound. To make a louder sound, you would need to increase the amplitude by pulling the guitar
string harder to make the vibrations bigger.
Practice Example - ‘We do’:
Explain how sound is being produced. (4)
Success criteria:
a) What is the source of the sound?
b) What is vibrating to make the sound?
c) How would you produce a louder sound?

Copy and complete the sentences into your book:
In the example, the source is the _______________
The voicebox will _______________to produce the sound.
To produce a higher pitch sound, the ____________ should increase, for this to happen the voicebox needs to vibrate
___________.
Application task – ‘You do’
Complete the exam questions on the sheets then self assess using the mark scheme

Extended writing task
Write a paragraph to describing and explaining how different sounds are produced. (6 marks)
Success
 State the type of wave sound is.
Criteria
 Describe what happens for a sound to be produced.
 Explain why some sounds are high pitched while other sounds are low pitched.
 Explain why some sounds are loud while other sounds are quiet.
 Give an example of a sound (not one we have already discussed!) and explain the
wave pattern that would cause this sound.
Key words
volume, pitch, oscillate, source, vibrations

Challenge/Plenary
Of the waves below, which wave is…
1. Loudest
2. Quietest
3. Highest pitched
4. Lowest pitched
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